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We extend the concept of the “fundamental matrix” to semi-Markov processes and derive various 
moment formulae and limit theorems (including a central limit theorem) in terms of this matrix. 
The practical advantage of this approach is its use of elementary matrix operations which are 
accessible to many research workers and easily implemented on a computer. 
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1. Introduction 
Semi-Markov processes (SMP) were introduced independently by Levy (1954), 
Smith (1955) and Takacs (1954). Formal definitions and basic facts have been given 
by Pyke (1961a, 1961b) and Cinlar (1969). 
Traditionally, SMP were investigated as a function of time and the main results 
were obtained by using Laplace-Stieltjes transforms. 
The notion of a “fundamental matrix” was introduced by Kemeny and Snell 
(1960) to provide a new treatment for finite Markov chains. Keilson (1979) extended 
their concept to Markov processes and derived various moment formulae. Although 
SMP have been found to be useful in modeling many stochastic phenomena (see 
Janssen (1986)), and important processes like Markov chains, Markov processes 
and renewal processes are special cases; the fundamental matrix concept has not 
yet been introduced for SMP. 
In this paper, we extend the notion of the fundamental matrix to SMP and show 
that the important quantities obtained by Kemeny and Snell (1960) for Markov 
chains can be obtained for SMP using our suggested matrix. This constitutes a 
comprehensive treatment of the process as a function of the number of transitions. 
In Section 2, we introduce a fundamental matrix for regular SMP (RSMP) (this 
can be easily expanded for any type of SMP). In Section 3 we derive limit theorems 
for the time in a particular state, and in Section 4 we state various results for the 
first passage time in terms of the fundamental matrix by a simple generalization of 
the Kemeny and Snell (1960) technique. 
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2. Fundamental matrix for RSMP 
We begin this section with some descriptions and notations that are needed for our 
discussion. 
Consider a finite m-state SMP determined by (m, a, Q), where a is the vector of 
initial probabilities and Q = (Q,,) is the matrix of transition distributions, that is, 
Qi, are mass functions satisfying: 
(i) Q,,(t)=O, t<O; (ii) C Q,,(m) = 1, i=1,2 ,..., m. 
,=I 
The matrix P = (p,,) = (Q,,(W)) is the transition probability matrix and F,,(x) = 
Q,,(x)/p,; is the distribution function of the holding time. We shall assume that all 
pa > 0 so that F,,( . ) is well defined. 
Let X, be the waiting time of the process in state i, its characteristic function is 
where 4x,,(t) is the characteristic function of the holding time, X,,. 
Denote: 
(i) E[X,]= W, and E[Xf]=R,, for i=1,2 ,..., m. 
(ii) W = diag( W,, W2, . . . , W,,,) and R =diag(R,, R?, . , R,,,). 
(iii) 4(t)=diag(&,(f), 6(f), . . , 4Ir,,,(f)). 
Lemma 2.1. Let P be the transition matrix qf‘the embedded Markov chain in a RSMP. 
Let A be rhe limiting matrix qf P. Then (I - P + A) ’ exists and it is a generalized 
inverse qf (I - P). 
The proof of the above lemma was first given by Kemeny and Snell (1960); 
Keilson (1979) gives a different proof. 
Kemeny and Snell called the matrix Z = (I - P+ A) ’ the fundamental matrix 
for a regular Markov chain with transition matrix P. We shall see in the following 
sections that the matrix F(t) = (I - p+A)-‘~$(t) can be used (as the matrix Z was 
used by Kemeny and Snell for RMC) to compute important quantities for RSMP. 
Therefore we refer to it as the fundamental matrix for RSMP. 
3. Time in a particular state 
Let Ti”’ be the total time that the process spends in statej in the first n transitions. 
Theorem 3.1. For any RSMP, and any initial probabilities vector n, 
iE,[T~“‘ll-naW~ nF’-aW=mZW-aW, 
where F’= (iJ/i~t)F(r)(i~‘)(,,,,. 
Proof. Let U:“’ be the length of time that the process stays in state j between the 
kth and (k + 1)st transitions. Let T:,“’ be the total time that the process spends in 
statej in the first n transitions, given that the process entered state i at time zero. Then 
II - I II 1 
E,[7y’]== c E[U;h’JJ,,==i]= wj 1 p:y 
h =,I h =O 
(where P,, “I is the multistep transition probability of the embedded Markov chain) 
and 
Therefore 
?T{E,[T;“)]-na,W,}~ n(F’-AW)=mF’-aW. q 
,I-* 
The following corollaries are an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
Corollary 3.1. For any two initial distributions rr and n*, 
{E,[ T;“‘] - E,*[ T:“‘]} - ,,_l_ (n-#)F’=(vn*)ZW. 
Corollary 3.2. Let c = Cy1, Fj, Then 
f ( I?,[ T;“‘] - E,[ T;“‘]) - ‘“’ “I 
,=-I 
,l_* ‘-,“, (nF’),= c (z,,w,-(mZW),). 
, _ I 
Theorem 3.2. For any regular semi-Murkov process and any initial probabilities 
vector 57, 
limlVar,[Ti”‘]=n, 
n-x n 
R,-a,W7+2 f E[X,,.]p,,.(F:,-a,W,) =b,, 
I I 1 
and this limit is independent qf n. 
Proof. 
Var,[ Tj”‘] = Var, 
,1 -I 
= 1 Var,[ Ui”]+2 CC Cov,[ Uj“‘, Uj”]. 
h =O o- h. I- ,I-1 
For the case q = a, we have 
, 
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independent of k, 
zz cc O- I. I- ,I- I p, i, E[X,,.lE[X,,lP,,p,,a,(Pl:~“~“-a;) >I 
and 
,>I ,rr n-2 n-d-1 
= C C EIX,ylEIX,,l~,,.~,,q lim 1 (p:.f’-a,). 
r=, ,=, n--x <, = ,I n 
However, 
= ,im ‘If2 n -d ,,-2 1 
P(pl.r)-a,)-lim C - 
n-ty d=,, n 
),_i\ ~,~on(PI:l’-n,)-Z,,-n, 
(since Z = La _. (P-A)” converges, it is Cesaro-summable). Therefore 
lim LVarO[T~“‘]==a,R,-a?W~+2a,W, i E[X,,.]pjr(Z,-a,) 
II-X n I-, 
,,I 
=u , R,-qWf+2 C ~TX;rlp,r_(C-qw,) . 
t I 1 
The case n # a can be obtained from the case n = a by noticing that whatever 
the initial state is, say, i, and as n--f m, we have 
(i) 
I, -0 n 
(ii) zz o 9 
I=0 n 
(iii) C,, = 
[E,[Lqk’U)“]- E,[ Uj”‘]E,[U)“]] - 
n 
Thus 
Var,[CrI:, ui”‘l -Var,El=:, u:“l= A 
,I 
+2c _ B = o 
,I II . 
n 
Since Var, = 1:” , T, Var,, the theorem is proved for any initial distributions m. El 
Theorem 3.3. For any regular semi-Markov process, let Tit” be the total time the 
process is in state j in the $rst n transitions and let a, and b, respectivel~~ be the jixed 
probability and the limiting variance. Then, if 
E[X,,]p,,(Z,.,-a,)- W, )I >O, 
we have, ,for any number x, 
,for any choice of’starting state k. 
Proof. Let N(n) be a non-negative integer-valued random variable which counts 
the number of times the process is in state j in the first n transitions. Then, by the 
Central Limit theorem for Markov chains we have (see Theorem 4.6.9 of Kemeny 
and Snell, p. 89), 
(1) 
for any choice of starting state k, where cu( n) = na,; p(n) = q and a, and b,* are 
respectively the fixed probability and the limiting variance of N(n). 
Let X,, be the waiting time of the process in state j at the kth visit, then 
X,, , x/r,. . ., X,wV(n1, are i.i.d. random variables from the distribution function 
,,I 
H,(x) = P(X,, c x) = C p,rF,, (~1, 
I =I 
and with previously defined quantities 
(i) Var[X,,] = cf = R, - Wf; (ii) qSx,,(t) = E[e”“Jl] = J e’” dH,(x). 
We shall next show that the normalized random variable 
z= 
T;“‘-a(n) W, 
a;(n) 
is asymptotically normal by showing that, for every t, lim,,,., d,(t) = em”“, where 
qb7(t) is the c.f. we have 
@Jt) = E[e”‘] = E[e”r’Xj, + . ..+X~.,,,,)~fI(I1)M;l/~r(tl)l 
= ,i, PA e ~“~r’n’~/rr(“’ . [&Jf/(T(M))]f (2) 
where pk = Pr(N(n) = k), k = 0, 1,2,. . , and r(n) = q,(n). Write (2) in the form 
&(t)=iph e ir(h~~r(,1))M/,/I,o1) . [em i’“~‘rr”l) &,( t/u(n))]/‘, 
0 
and define 
f ph elr(h-a(~~))W,/rr(n) 3 [em iV”(‘~)&,J t/u(n))]“‘“‘. (3) !, =o 
Then, 
s2 c 
I(h~~r(n))/,r’(n)(.,/ 
PI + 
,ir~,~~~l/,,‘r~,-.,PI’e 
c 
. I(e-irw,l<rcnl 
~X,,(t/~(n)))h--“‘“‘- 11 
Note that as n + ~0, a’(n) + cc and p(n) = o((r’( n)). From this fact and Theorem 
3.1, we have 
E “‘22;;(n)] -+O, 
[ 
E[ ( “(22;;(n))2] =$$+O, 
and it follows that (N(n) - cy(n))/d(n) + 0 in probability as n + CO. Thus for any 
l>O, 
2 Pr 
. [I N(n)-a(n) a’(n) 1 1 >I =0(l) as n-+co. 
It is also well known that as t +O, we have c$~,,( t) = 1 +i W,t - R,t’/2+o( t2). And, 
as u’(n) --)r ~0, we have 
e -i’“~‘“‘“‘~X,,(f/(T(n)) = 1 _&+o 1 ( > u’(n) ’ 
and 
(em ir~‘,l~~(~~)~X,,(t/(T(n)))“~‘“‘=(e~’~/~+o(l))’:. 
Therefore 
(em 
irWi/~r(“)~x,,(t/ao)“‘“’ = (e-t’/2+o(l))“i”(n)/“‘(“), 
and 
(em 
Itw,l~r~“))~X,,(~l(T(n))“~‘“‘d = (e-‘~/2+o(l))‘;“. 
Next, fix t and F > 0 and take I> 0, so that 
J(emirW,/cr(n) 
dk,,(f/dn))) - e “‘?I < I, /dJ <c 1, 
(4) 
(5) 
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implies that 
I(e- ““‘“‘“‘~x,,(t/~(n)))~j”-11<&/2. 
Now take some n, so that n > nrr implies that 
2 Pr 
. [I we44>, u*(n) 13 <E/2, 
and that the o( 1) in (5) satisfies the inequality: lo( l)[ < 1. Then it follows that for 
n>n,, we have I&(r)-+$(t)( <E, and since P is arbitrary we have 4,(t) = 
~$:(t)+o(l). From (3) and (4), 
4:(t) = ~,N(,,)-~r(n))/B(,1) (tWjp(n)/cT(n)) ’ (e-‘-‘2+0(1)) 
<Y(n,r;/Cr~c,,, 
Let S= W,/3(n)/(~(n); then 
since 
= ~(N(n)~~r(n))ll_iOl)(~~) (e-“” “““)+0(1) (6) 
,_~‘(n)-B2(n)w;~l_p7(~)W:~1_s2, a(n)2 
u’(n) a’(n) a’(n) 
From (l), we have 
(7) 
since 0 < S < 1. Therefore, 
4. First passage times 
4.1. The mean of the jirst passage time 
Definition 4.1. The mean first passage time matrix, denoted by M, is the matrix with 
the entries mi, = E[ T, lJo = i]. The mean first passage times are the components of 
the vector rrM. 
Theorem 4.1. The matrix M satis$es the equation 
M=P(M-M,,)+ WE, (1) 
where MC!, is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements mi, and the matrix E is a matrix 
with all components equal to 1. 
Proof. To find m,, we take the mean of the conditional means, given the outcome 
of the first transition. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Let a = (a, , . . , a,,) be the limiting probability vector of the matrix P. 
Let c = Cl”_, a, W,; then 
rnIi = c/a,. 
Proof. This follows from multiplying equation (1) by a and taking the (i, i)th 
element. q 
Theorem 4.3. Equation (1) of Theorem 4.4 has a unique solution. 
Proof. Let M and M” be two solutions for (1). Then we have 
ai%, = aMf = (c)l =+ M,,, = M&. 
This gives 
M-M*=P(M-M”). 
But this means that each column of (M -M*) is a fixed column vector of l? Thus 
by Theorem 4.1.7 of Kemeny and Snell (1960), each column is a constant vector. 
Since (M - M”) has O’s on the diagonal, these vectors must all be zero vectors. q 
Theorem 4.4. The mean first passage time matrix M is given by] 
M=[(c)l-Z+EZ,,+Q-EQ,,]D, 
where D is the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements d,, = l/a,, and 
Q=(F’-I)A+(l-c)Z. 
(2) 
Proof. By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we only need to verify that M as defined by (2) 
satisfies equation (1). q 
We conclude this part by showing that the embedded Markov chain is completely 
determined by the conditional means m,,‘s, for i #j. 
The matrix M” = M - M,,, has m( m - 1) non-zero entries, which suffice to deter- 
mine the corresponding embedded Markov chain, and it is also a natural way of 
giving this information. 
Theorem 4.5. For any regular semi-Markov process we have that 
(a) the matrix MU has an inverse, and 
(b) P=l+[(c)D- WEI(M” 
Proof. (a) If the matrix M” has no inverse, then there is a non-zero column vector 
b such that M”b = 0. From equation (1) of Theorem 4.1, we have 
(P-Z)M”=M,,,- WE=(c)D- WE, (3) 
therefore 
[(c)D- WE]b=O, 
and 
b=(l/c)D~‘WEb=(l/c)D~‘Wee’b=(e’b)d, 
where d = (( l/c)a, W,, . . , (l/c)a,,, W,,,) and k = e’b is a number. 
Since b # 0, k # 0 we have, 
d=(l/k)b and M”d=(l/k)M”b=O. 
But, clearly, Mod > 0, and we have a contradiction. Therefore, M” has an inverse. 
(b) This is an immediate consequence of (3). 0 
4.2. Variance I$’ the jirst passage time 
In this section, we find the conditional second moment of the first passage time, 
and thus we shall have the variance expressed in terms of the fundamental matrices. 
Theorem 4.6. Let S be the matrix with components S,, = E,[ Tf]. Then, 
S=P(S-S,,)-2PJZ-EZ,,,-Q+EQ,,,]D+RE 
where PK = [(p,,E[Xi,])]. 
Proof. Taking conditional means we have 
S, =p,,E[Xf,l+ C P,AE[X~LI+~ C pr~EIX,~lm,+ C PA&, 
A+/ A+/ hf/ 
= R,+ 1 p,&,+2 1 PikEi-%]‘%,. 
hf/ h#J 
Therefore 
S=P(S-&,)+2P,.(M-M,,)+RE, 
and (4) follows from (5) and the proof of Theorem 4.3. q 
Theorem 4.7. Let d = z::“~, a,Ri; then 
(4) 
(5) 
??I 
shh=c c a, ( p,* 1 plh 
1-1 ,#h ah ah 
(6) 
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Proof. Multiplying equation (4) through by a, and take the (k, k)th element. 0 
Theorem 4.8. Equation (4) has a unique solution, which is 
S = F”E - ZP,,.S,, - 2ZP,.[Z - EZ,, - Q + EQdR] D + EL, 
where L is a diagonal matrix such that 
l,=(Z+ZP,,)S,,+2[ZP,.(Z-EZ,,-Q+EQ,,)],,-(F”E),,. 
(7) 
Proof. The Uniqueness proof is the same as that given in Theorem 4.3, and then it 
can be verified that S of (7) satisfies equation (4). q 
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